
Diverso Stainless Italian Cofee & Shop:

A contemporary space, which keeps pace with the Italian philosophy of the coffee shop. Combines 
take-away services and provides Italian products for sale. The interior and exterior, bind together as 
one space. The external bench forms the letter “D”, which is the initial of the word “Diverso”.
Apollonos Str. 2 
42100 Trikala
Greece

On this project we:

- Created and designed architectural interior drawings. 
- Created Mood-Boards and found the right suppliers to meet our designs. 
- Displayed products strategically to help client realize presentation significances in terms of size, 
color, and placement in relation to existing space and furnishings.
- Designed and rendering 2D&3D.
- Managed and supervised ,the construction workers so they delivered the project as was designed. 
- Partly designed custom made furnitures.





Diverso Stainless Italian Cofee:
The design philosophy is based on the client’s brief for a contemporary space, which renders the difference of 
its identity. Custom-made furniture/objects within a synthesis of light and sculpture recompose a welcoming 
atmosphere.
Kanouta & Korae Street
42100 Trikala
Greece

On this project we:

- Created and designed architectural interior drawings. 
- Created Mood-Boards and found the right suppliers to meet our designs. 
- Displayed products strategically to help client realize presentation significances in terms of size, color, and 
placement in relation to existing space and furnishings.
- Designed and rendering 2D&3D.
- Managed and supervised ,the construction workers so they delivered the project as was designed. 
- Partly designed custom made furnitures.









Santa Maria Mexican Dinner
Oranien Str. 170
10999 Berlin
Germany

- Discussed the objectives, requirements, and budget of this project.
- Prepared feasibility reports on the concept of the project. 
- Prepared design and interior drawing and conceptual 3ds for the client. 
- The market surveying for materials and finished about the respective project. 
- Meeting with the client and briefing about the ongoing project, progressive discussions in design and interior layout and finishes. 




